







Correction: Alkynyl-functionalized gold NHC
complexes and their coinage metal clusters†
Claude Kiefer,a Sebastian Bestgen,a Michael T. Gamer,a Sergei Lebedkin,b,c
Manfred M. Kappes*b,c and Peter W. Roesky*a
Correction for ‘Alkynyl-functionalized gold NHC complexes and their coinage metal clusters’ by
Claude Kiefer et al., Dalton Trans., 2015, 44, 13662–13670.
The authors regret that the incorrect CCDC numbers have been quoted in the footnote referencing the Electronic Supplementary
Information (ESI) on the first page of the above article. The correct ESI footnote is shown below with CCDC numbers
1059550–1059555 as quoted in the Acknowledgments, and not 1040816–1040823. The CIF files posted originally were also
incorrect. These were replaced with the correct files on 19th January 2016.
The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. CCDC 1059550–1059555. For ESI and crystallographic data in CIF or other electronic format see DOI:
10.1039/c5dt02228b
aInstitute of Inorganic Chemistry, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Engesserstraße 15, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany. E-mail: roesky@kit.edu; Fax: (+)49 721 6084 4854
bInstitute of Physical Chemistry, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Fritz-Haber Weg 2, 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany
cInstitute of Nanotechnology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Platz 1, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
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